YERUN RESEARCH MOBILITY AWARDS 2022
APPLICATION FORM
NOTICE TO APPLICANTS: The application will need to be submitted online via the official
YERUN Research Mobility application platform (link here), which will open on 13 June 2022.
Applications submitted by email will not be considered. This form is for informative purposes
only, so the applicant can start working on the application before the official
submission.
Closing Date for Applications: 12 July (23:59 CEST)
1. Your details
Title:

Applicant’s title

Gender:

Applicant’s gender

First Name*:

Applicant’s first name

Surname*:

Applicant’s surname

Position*:

Applicant’s position

YERUN Home institution*

Applicants must select their home
institution from a drop-down menu (list
of YERUN members here)

YERUN home department*

Applicants must insert the name of their
home department and the link to the
department’s webpage.

Email address*:

Applicant’s email address

ORCID*:

Applicants must insert their ORCID
number (if you don’t have one, click here
to discover how to create one)

Discipline area*

Applicants must select their discipline
area from a drop-down menu:
● SH - Social Sciences and
Humanities
● PE - Mathematics, physical
sciences, information and
communication, engineering,
universe and earth sciences
● LS - Life Sciences

Research area keywords*

Applicants must indicate their research
area keywords (see here as example)

What is your research profile? (max. 350 words)
In this section you are requested to provide us with your research profile, i.e. specific research
field of interest, highlighting collaborations and achievements made so far and providing
relevant examples of your approach to research (e.g. integrity, openness, interdisciplinarity,
stakeholder engagement, etc.). If you have relevant publications, please refer to them by
explaining why they are important for the collaboration. In addition, please link to any other
communication tool you already use for disseminating your research, if available. We will value
your ability to communicate your research area and your interests and as well as the relevance
of your activity to the society.
o

2.

Please note that this section can be evaluated as: Excellent (5) Very good (4) Good (3)
Average (2) Poor (1).
YERUN host institution details

YERUN Host institution*:

Applicants must select their host
institution from a drop-down menu (list
of YERUN members here)

Host department(s)*:

Applicants must insert the name of their
host department and the link to the
department’s webpage.

Details of staff member(s) with whom you will be linked*. Please include here a brief description
of her/his activities in relation to your collaboration (max. 200 words). The content of this section
will not impact the evaluation of the application.
Title: Host’s title

Position*:

First Name*:

Surname*:

Host’s first name

Host’s title

Host’s position

Email address*:

Host’s email address

Discipline area*:

Applicants must select the discipline
area of their host from a drop-down
menu:
● SH - Social Sciences and
Humanities
● PE - Mathematics, physical
sciences, information and
communication, engineering,
universe and earth sciences
● LS - Life Sciences

Research area keywords*:

Applicants must indicate their host’s
research area keywords (see here as
example)

Letter of support*

Applicants must upload a letter of
support from the host. A template can be
downloaded here. Please consider the
template as an indicative basis. Please
note that the letter of support will also be
evaluated (High (2) Average (1) Poor (0))
therefore it is important that its content is
adapted to your specific collaboration.

3. Description of the collaboration

Title of the collaboration*:

Applicants must indicate a title for their
collaboration

What do you aim to do in this research collaboration? (max 300 words)
In this section you are requested to provide a description of the collaborative activity, with
specific focus on scientific aspects. An overview of the collaborative research activity is
requested, with a clear and detailed research topic, actual landscape, potential advances
through the collaboration, proposed collaborative methodology and expected progress in the
topic. We would like to know the reasons for the collaboration (e.g. understand
complementarities and synergies of your collaboration).
o

Please note that this section can be evaluated as: Excellent (5) Very good (4) Good (3)
Average (2) Poor (1).

How are you going to do this collaboration? How will you use the award money? (max
300 words).
In this section you are requested to provide a detailed planning of your collaboration with the
host institution (e.g. planned collaborative activities, timeline, involvement of stakeholders,
potential collaborators or general audience and means to liaise with each of them) will be
helpful to evaluate the effectiveness of your collaboration. A Gantt chart will have to be
uploaded. Potential activities might include presentation to a research group or PhD students;
Preparations for a joint research proposal; Joint data collection or data sharing; Use of new
methods, methodology available at the host institution, or research infrastructure; Preparations
for a joint publication in an open access journal (no hybrid); Preparations for a joint teaching
activity or co-tutelle agreement etc. Please indicate in this section also how you will use the
grant in a way that it will support your collaboration.
o

Please note that this section can be evaluated as: Excellent (5) Very good (4) Good (3)
Average (2) Poor (1).

What are the expected outcomes of this collaboration? (max 300 words).
In this section you are requested to provide a description of the expected short-term outcomes
of your collaboration is required (presentation of the collaborative activities you plan to carry
out thanks to the YERUN scheme), as well as of the potential of significant medium-term
outcomes of the collaboration for you and the partner institutions involved (identification of
future joint activities that could build on this initial YERUN collaboration). Moreover, you are
requested to describe the benefits of the collaboration for your professional development, and
both for your home and host institution.
o

Please note that this section can be evaluated as: Excellent (5) Very good (4) Good (3)
Average (2) Poor (1).

What are further impacts or potential benefits that your collaboration could lead to?
(max 300 words).
In this section you are requested to provide considerations about potential academic, social,
economic and/or other impacts on society. The relevance of your collaboration to improve
impacts on society will also be valued, as well as forms of communication towards the wider
public rather than peers only (i.e. videos, blogs, etc.) allowing wider stakeholder engagement
and preparation of the ground for beneficial impact of the collaboration to be realised.
Important: a reference to the SDGs your research contributes would be appreciated.
o

Please note that this section can be evaluated as: Excellent (5) Very good (4) Good (3)
Average (2) Poor (1).

☐ Check if this your research collaboration is interdisciplinary (please note that half extra point
is given if the collaboration between the researcher and the host team is new. You have 150
characters available to explain the interdisciplinarity of your research. If connections to the
YERUN priorities are possible, you are invited to indicate them here as well).
☐ Check if this is a first collaboration between the two research teams (please note that one
extra point is given if the collaboration between the researcher and the host team is new).
☐ Check if this collaboration is related to a researcher or researcher’s team who has received
a YRMA in previous editions (Please note that half point is given if the collaboration is with a
researcher who has visited the home institution of the applicant via previous YRMA calls).
☐ Check if you are receiving additional funding for this collaboration (Your answer will not
impact the evaluation of the application).
Check the format of your collaboration. (Your answer will not impact the evaluation of the
application).
☐ physical
☐ virtual
☐ hybrid
NOTE: YERUN host institution letter of support must be attached to this application to be
considered (click here to download a template).
☐ I agree to submit a short report (2 x A4 max) on the outcomes shortly after my
collaboration with a picture to publish on the YERUN communication channels and a followup report describing any subsequent research collaborations with YERUN partners no later
than one year after the award.*
☐ If awarded, I agree to submit a declaration of honour stating that I foresee to be enrolled at
my home university throughout the whole duration of the proposed collaboration.*

* Compulsory.
IMPORTANT NOTICE TO APPLICANTS
We remind you that your host institution should be aware of this application and willing to
support it. Please get in touch with your hosting team as soon as possible.

